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Clopton Capital Seeks Semi Truck Financing Provider to Field Financing
Requests

Clopton Capital is currently seeking new semi truck financing outlets to provide competitive
loan services to the firm's already existing flow of financing requests they currently receive on
a daily basis.

Chicago, IL (PRWEB) January 05, 2012 -- Clopton Capital is currently seeking new semi truck financing
outlets to provide competitive loan services to the firm's already existing flow of financing requests they
currently receive on a daily basis. The need for this has arisen just recently after their prior outlet for financing
went bankrupt. Currently the firm feels they are in a dubious position where they have customers interested in
their financing services, but a lack of outlets ready to actually provide the financing. Clopton Capital currently
operates their semi truck financing division via the website SemiTruckSource.com and continues to do so for
the foreseen future. They feel that their methods for obtaining interested clients is exceptional, but that the
equipment financing industry as whole is somewhat unorganized and less than competitive.

Any institutions interested in providing financing for this service including banks, equipment financing dealers
or other competitive semi truck financing conduits are urged to contact Clopton Capital via the contact form on
the website SemiTruckSource.com. The firm would prefer that the institution they do business with in the
future is both financially stable and is service oriented as to avoid issues with slow loan underwriting. “It's
frustrating to have the successful business model in place on our end and have to bear the burden of our
financing conduit becoming financially insolvent”, said Jake Clopton, the founder of Clopton Capital.

The firm expects to receive at least a 50% profit share on all business generated through their channels and the
right to label the semi truck financing as their own and not have to reference the bank or financing institution
providing the capital in any way on their own website. They want to find a capital source for these loans as
quickly as possible and our open to a semi captive relationship so long as the products remain competitive to
the client.

For more information on Clopton Capital's semi truck financing services, visit SemiTruckSource.com. To join
their financial link exchange visit CloptonCapital.com/link.
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Contact Information
Eric Smith
Commercial Mortgage Broker
http://commercialmortgagesource.com
866-647-1650

Jake Clopton
Clopton Capital
http://CloptonCapital.com
866.647.1650

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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